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We study trunk-group implied costs in circuit-switched networks. After a numerical analysis of F.P. KeUy's 
results, we study implied costs for large capacity variations, give closed non-linear formulae for that case and 
introduce projected implied costs, for network configurations distant from the current one. Network 
dimensioning is considered and a simple optimality criterion for modular dimensioning is given. It leads to a 
simple optirnisation algorithm and an efficient short-term planning rule which are tested numerically. 

Introduction 

Implied costs measure the impact of local capacity 
variations on traffic throughout a network: the cost in traffic 
revenues due to changes in trunk-group capacities. 
Kelly showed that implied costs for unitary capacity 
variations satisfy a set of linear equations [1]. Network 
dimensioning for profit maximization leads naturally to 
implied costs calculations [2]. Adaptive routing based on 
revenue maximization also use implied costs [3 ,4]. 
Here, implied costs methodology adresses three important 
issues of network dimensioning: 
Modularity: this engineering constraint has only been 
heuristic ally taken into account until now, without reference 
to optimality criteria. The extension of implied costs to 
large capacity variations gives a rigorous, simple and 
general approach for optimal modular dimensioning. 
Routing independent algorithms: Pratt's formula stand for 
hierarchical networks. Algorithms exist for non-hierarchical 
networks [5,6]. Implied costs methodology is a routing 
independent, approach to network optirnisation. 
Optimality criterion for short-term planning: the actual 
network configuration results from independent local 
decisions which should take account of overall optimality to 
tend to an efficient network. Implied costs methodology 
gives operational local criteria integrating overall efficiency. 
We study circuit-switched networks, such as public or 
private telephone networks. Numerical experimentations 
are performed on fixed routing networks, but the ideas 
discussed are routing independent. 
First we describe Kelly's implied costs and show their 
numerical behaviour. We propose an approximation to 
large capacity variations, which also gives projected 
implied costs, that is the impact of a capacity variation 
taking place from a network configuration distant from the 
current one. 
Second the use of implied costs in network dimensioning is 
discussed. A simple and stable algorithm for optimal 
modular dimensioning using projected implied costs is 
given. The algorithm is tested, and its adaptation to short
term planning is simulated. 

I. Implied costs behaviour. 

1.1. Implied costs calculations and numerical behaviour 

Kelly studies a circuit-switched network of any topology, 
with K trunk-groups of capacity Ck, R traffic streams of 

respective intensities Vr offered, fixed-routed each on one 
or several links in serie. Lost calls do not reattempt. 
Blocking calculation uses the Erlang fixed-point method 
[1]: link blockings satisfy a set of non-linear equations: 

Bk=E (L vr IT (l-Bj ), ckJ 
r:ker jer-(k) (1.1.1) 

where E(v,C) is Erlang B function. 
The traffic offered to link k, the route blocking and crried 
traffics are respectively given by: 

Pk= L vr IT (l-Bj) Lr=IT(l-Bk) _ 
r:ker jer-(k) ker "'r-vr(1-Lr) 

To each carried Erlang corresponds a revenue intensity wr' 
The total revenue intensity is then 

W=L:\wr 
r 

If ck is the left derivative of W in function of Ck, and 
using a linear interpolation of function E for real values Ck, 
Kelly shows in that the ck satisfy a set of linear equations: 

Ck=T\l(l-B)-lL "'r(wr- L cj) 
r:ker jer-(k) (1.1.2) 

where 
l1k=E (Pk,Ck-1)-E(Pk,Ck) 
Formula (1.1.2) can be rearranged: 

ck= L l1k (l~ ) (wr- L cjJ 
r:ker k jer-(k) 

and interpreted: the revenue loss due to a decrease of one 
circuit on link k corresponds to a decrease in carried traffic 
for routes using link k minus the increase in carried traffic 
due to capacities thus freed on other links, the impact of 
which on network revenue is given by implied costs. 

Non fixed routings: 
Formula (1.1.2) applies to networks with load-sharing and 
leads to surplus values, quantities relevant to optimise load 
sharing coefficients (see [1] ,[7]). For alternate routings, a 
decrease of capacity on one link leads to less carried traffics 
and thus more capacity left for other streams on links in 
serie, but to more traffic and thus less capacity left on 
alternate routes. Then equation (1.1.2) changes (see [1]). 
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Numerical behaviour: 
The present remarks are experimental and not proven. The 
maximum value of an implied cost is largest revenue per 
Erlang in the network. In a bad configuration, an implied 
cost may be negative, but even in the worst cases, its 
absolute value does not exceed the maximum revenue per 
Erlang. Implied costs thus belong to an intervall, limited 
negatively and positively by the highest stream revenue per 
Erlang. The sign of implied cost seems independant of the 
trunk-group capacities or the value of traffic streams for a 
given topology and known routings. A typical shape of an 
implied cost function of link capacity is given on Fig. 1 : 
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Figure 1: Typical behaviour of implied cost 

It looks like a marginal overflow and the curve is in general 
decreasing with link capacity. Non-monotonous behaviour 
have however, rarely, been observed. 

Accuracy of unitary implied costs: 
New notations are needed to describe the accuracy of 
implied cost calculations, and in prevision of the rest of the 
paper. So, if 

cm~"'~Wm~ 
is an approximation of the loss in revenue due to adecrease 
of m circuits on trunk-group k and 

cp~'" ~Wp~ 
approximates the gain in revenue due to the addition of m 
circuits on trunk-group k. 
If cm and cp are given by a calculation method, and ~ Wm 

and ~ Wp are exact, the method accuracy is measured by 

cm-~Wm cp-~Wp 
rme= rpe=---

~Wm and ~Wp 
Formula (1.1 .2) as an approximation should be compared 
with exact values: the difference in revenue between two 
networks differeot of one circuit on a single link, Erlang 
fixed-point model being considered as exact in this context. 
The accuracy is shown on Fig.2 and 3 for an addition and 
for a suppression of one circuit. 
- For the suppression of one circuit we use formula (1.1.2). 
With our new notations, Ck becomes cmk1 
- the formula for the addition of one circuit is: 

cp~ = "p~ (l-Bkr1 1 \ (wr- 1 cmj
1
) 

r:ker jer- {k} 
(1.1.3) 

where cm1 corresponds to Kelly's implied cost and 

Tlm: = E(<;,Pk)-E(Ck-m,Pk) 

TlP~ = E(Ck +m,Pk)-E(Ck,Pk) 
Tests are done on the networks of the Annex with equal 
stream revenues. The accuracy is very good. It may 

degrade with the dispersion of stream revenues. 
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Figure 2: Accuracy of (1.1 .2) 
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Figure.3: Accuracy of (1.1.3) 

Large variations: 
The addition and the suppression of one circuit on a trunk
group have approximately the opposite impact on the 
revenue. But it is false for larger variations. Figure 4 gives 
the absolute impact on revenue of a suppression of m 
circuits divided by the impact of the addition of m circuits, 
when the link capacity varies, for m = 1 and 30. 

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 

Figure 4: ~Wmm/ ~Wpm 

For large variations, different implied costs should be 
calculated for substracting or adding circuits. Also, the 
order of trunk-groups by decreasing implied costs depends 
a lot on the size of the variation. A single redimensioning 
based on unitary implied costs may then be inexact. 

1.2 Implied costs extended to large and distant variations 

Routing dependent formula for large variations: 
In formula (1.1.2), the impact of k on i is assumed linear 
with rate Cj per Erlang. With a small capacity variation of k 
the approximation is accurate. B ut it worsens if link i is 
overdimensionned, or for a larger capacity variation of link 



k. In these cases implied costs are better estimated by: 

cm~ = l1m~ (I-Bkr1 L Ar (wr- L ~ J 
r:ke r jer-{k) (1.2.1) 

and 

cP~ = l1P~ (l-Bkr1 L Ar (wr- L 1 J 
r:ker jer-{k) (1.2.2) 

x is the variation of the offered traffic of trunk-group j due 
to to the modification of m circuits of trunk-group k., CXj 
the implied cost of the variation of x of the offered traffic 
on trunk-group j and CXj Ix is then the implied cost per 
Erlang. 
Values of x and of CXj can only be estimated: if m circuits 
are suppressed on link k, its blocking increases by: 

l1m~ = E(C1c,Pk)-E(Ck-m,Pk) 
and the carried traffic of streams routed on k decreases by: 

l1m~ Ar 
Then on any link j sharing a route with k, the offered traffic 
on j is decreased by: 

x = L (l1m~A J 
I-B. r 

r:kernjer J (1.2.3) 
This decrease of offered traffic coming from k allows a 
better efficiency for other streams routed on j, which earns: 

E(p.,CJ.)-E(p.-x. CJ.) x 1 J J c· =cm·--------------
J J 11 1 

.• mj (1.2.4) 

Symetrica1ly, for an increase of m circuits on link k, its 
blocking decrease by: 

l1P~ = E(Ck +m,Pk)-E(Ck,Pk) 
the carried traffic on each route using k increases by: 

l1P~ \ 
and offered traffic to j is augmented by: 

x = L (~~;.ArJ 
r:kernjer J (1.2.5) 

This augmentation prevents other streams to be carried on j 
in this costs: 

E(p.+x,CJ.)-E(p.,CJ.) x 1 J J 
cj = cmj 1 

l1mj (1.2.6) 
Implied costs for a capacity decrease derive from formula 
(1.2.1), with x given by (1.2.3) and CXj by (1.2.4). Implied 
costs for a capacity increase derive from formula (1.2.2), 
with x given by (1.2.5) and CXj by (1.2.6). They are directly 
computable for each link from unitary implied costs. Fig.5 
shows the accuracy for variations of 12 and 30 circuits and 
equal stream revenues. 
The error increases with the size of the variation. For m= I, 
formula (1.2.1) is slightly more precise than Kelly's 
formula (1.1.2). Losses are underestimated and gains 
overestimated. Typically, the maximum error is 2.5% for 
m=12 and 4% for m=30. 

Routing independent formula for large variations: 
The formulae above are routing depend and so not directly 
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usable in any network. Simpler estimates of implied cost 
for a modification of several circuits are given by: 

m 
m l1mk 1 

cmk =--1 cmk 
l1mk (1.2.7) 

m 
m l1Pk 1 

CPk = -1 CPk 
l1Pk (1.2.8) 

where 

l1m~ = E(Ck,Pk)-E(Ck-m,Pk) 
is the increase of the blocking of trunk-group k due to the 

suppression of m circuits, with offered traffic Pk constant. 

l1P~ = E(Ck +m,Pk)-E(Ck,Pk) 
the symetric for an addition of m circuits. Fig.6 and 7 give 
the accuracy, cm1 and cpl deriving from (2.1) and (3.8). 
So, from initial values of cm1 and cpl, the transfonnator:' 

l1m~ l1P~ 
--1 0u -l 

l1mk l1Pk 
approximates implied costs for any finite variation. 
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Fig.5: Accuracy of (1.2.1-2) 
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Fig.6: Accuracy of (1.2.7) 
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Fig.7: Accuracy of (1.2.8) 
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Projected implied costs: 
The preceeding methods also lead to approximations of 
implied costs for a capacity C'k=Ck±~C distant by ~C of 
the current capacity Ck. For example the routing 
independent formulae give the expressions: 

1 
m cIl\(Ck) 6C+m 6C 

cmk (Ck -~C)=-l-- ( llmk (Ck) - llmk (Ck» 
llmk(Ck) 

(1.2.9) 

(1.2.10) 

(1.2.11) 
1 

m cPk(Ck) 6C+m 6C 
cPk(Ck+~C)=-l- (11Pk (Ck)-11Pk (Ck» 

llPk(Ck) 
(1.2.12) 

Calculation parameters of projected implied costs are: 
- the current capacity Ck, for which unitary implied costs 
cm1(Ck), cp1(Ck) are known, 

- the distance ~C between the current capacity and the 

capacity for which implied costs are estimated: C'k=C~C 
- the modularity m of implied costs. 
The accuracy depends on these parameters. As a general 

rule, the smaller the distance the better the accuracy. If m is 
large, the difference in accuracy between implied costs for 
different variations may provoke inaccuracies. 
U sing here the routing dependent method improves the 
accuracy. The following numerical example uses the 
simplest formula for implied costs: 
cm1(C+ 12)=cp1\C)_cp11(C) 

cpl(C+ 12)=cp13(C)_Cp12(C) 

cpl(C-12)=cm1\C)_cml1(C) 

cm1(C-12)=cm1\C)-cm12(C) 
where cm and cp for m=11,12 et 13 are computed with the 
simpler formulae. The relative error is given on Fig.S. 
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Fig.S: Accuracy of (1.2.9-12) 

Estimations made from a smaller capacity (-12) 
overestimate implied costs, and estimations made from a 
larger capacity under estimate implied costs. 

11 Dimensioning with implied costs 

H.1 General principles 

To use implied costs for network dimensioning, we must 
specify how values for stream revenues are set. 

Income: 
The direct interpretation of stream revenues is income due 
to telecommunications taxes. As Wr correspond in fact to 
revenue intensities, their calculation from the commercial 
tariffs are not direct. To be comparable with present day 
investment costs, they need to be integrated with a 
discouting rate on the amortization duration of investments. 
Traffic representation method or repeated attempts (which 
are not modelled in the evaluation) should also be taken into 
account. 

Grade of service criteria: 
Revenue may also depend of what is lost when a fresh call 
attempt is blocked, and express a grade of service 
constraint. This dependance is part of the algorithm of [3] 
where blocking constraints are explicit and revenues derive 
from blocking values. In [S] fresh traffic grades of services 
are given by a global econometrical model. In [2] streams 
with high blockings have their revenue increased with a 
rule-of-the-thumb. Here, we tune a multiplying parameter 
of the revenue matrix until we get a satisfactory overall 
grade of service. 

Transit costs: 
If stream revenues are equal to the marginal transit cost of 
the stream, implied costs corresponds to marginal transit 
costs due to link capacity varaitions. Stream marginal 
transit costs are the extra cost in transit capacity needed to 
carry a extra erlang on the stream, all other things staying 
constant. They can be computed once link blockings and 
marginal transit cost per exchange are known. So transit 
costs can be integrated in the optimisation procedure. This 
has not be used in th rest of the paper. 

Analytical implied costs: 
Analytical implied costs measure the impact of link capacity 
variations on a selection of routes and can be computed by 
setting to zero the revenues of non selected routes, applying 
the formulae of Part I. 
A global or a local dimensioning process mayinclude 
different objectives, such as guaranteed revenue or 
blocking on , e.g., each route, each trunk-group, a set of 
routes. 
Analytical implied costs allow to control all objectives at 
once: to each guaranteed revenue constraint correspond a 
matrix of revenues, where all routes concerned keep their 
revenue value, while all others revenues are nul. Thus we 
get a set of analytical implied costs per trunk-group each 
linked to a particular objective. Analytical implied costs 
give the impact of any virtual capacity variation on any 
specific dimensioning objective. 

Dimensioning with a guaranteed revenue: 
To dimension with a guaranteed revenue constraint, 
different algorithms may be build: e.g. a revenue per trunk
group constraint is derived from an end-to-end blocking 
constraint (maxL) in a fixed routing network. The 
dimensioning may follow the logic: set the target revenue 
per trunk-group, calculate the carried revenue per trunk
group and the difference with the target revenue, estimate 
the necessary capacity variation using Part I formulae and 
iterate. For a fixed routing network a constraint of revenue 



per trunk-group is derived from an end-to-end blocking 
constraint: the target revenue per trunk-group is the carried 
revenue when all streams have an end-to-end blocking 
equal to the constraint. The logic of the process is then: 
- for a network configuration 

- calculate blockings and implied costs 
- for each trunk-group: 

- compute (target - current) revenue 
- using the routing independent formula for large 

variations, estimate the necessary change of capacity 
- iterate until stability 
The procedure is tested on two test networks (cf Annex) for 
modularity 1 and 30. It is stable and gives results slightly 
different from those of the revenue maximization 
algorithms of the next paragraph. 

11.2 Optimal modular dimensioning 

In the last paragraph the dimensioning problem does not 
refer to network cost. Here we want to maximize profit, the 
difference between cost and rev'"Tlue. 

Modelling: 
If stream revenues are correctly set, dimensioning may be 
modelled as maximizing the function: 

F(nl, ..... ,nK) = L wr. Ar (nl, ... ,nK) - L Ik.nk 
Income Cost 

where Ik is the investment cost per module of size m on 
link k and nk is the number of module on link k: Ck = m . 
nk 
To simplify the notations we consider here that modularity 
is constant over the network, but the proposed methods 
could apply if modularity was link dependent. 

Optimality criterion: 
Then a simple optimality criterion on link k is: 
cpm (nk.m) <= Ik <= cmm (nk.m) (11.2.1) 
which means that a module more would bring less traffic 
revenue than it would cost in investment, a module less 
would save less investment than it would cost in traffic 
losses. We need the nk such that all inequlities (11.2.1) are 
satisfied and this, from an initial sub-optimal configuration, 
leads to the use of projected implied costs. 
U se of projected implied costs: 
From an initial configuration (nil, ... , niK), with known 
infinitesimal implied costs, inequality (11.2.1) gives with 
projected implied costs: 

cp~ «n~ + ~nk) m) <= Ik 

Ik <= Cmmk «nik + ~nk) m) (11.2.2) 
(11.2.2) is an inequation in ~nk which is solved separately 
for each trunk-group, using the expressions for projected 
implied costs of Part 1.2. It is very close to Pratt's 
equation. 
A network optimisation method or a short-term planning 
practical rule may derive from this inequation. 
For constant investment costs per module, the solution of 
(11.2.2) is unique. The inequation can also be used for 
configuration dependent investment costs, as far as the 
unicity of the solution is maintained. The unicity of the 
solution in the general case is not proven but has been 
observed in numerically as described at the end of Part 11.2. 

Iterative procedure: 
Projected implied costs approximate actual implied 
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costs at the optimal configuration. Thus we iterate, 
calculating blockings, unitary implied costs and optimal 
link capacity from inequation (11.2.2) for each link at each 
iteration. The stability of the iterative procedure is not 
proven, but has been observed in all the experimentations. 

Experimentation: 
The procedure is tested on the two networks of the Annex, 
which can be considered as severe, because they are small 
and thus sensitive to capacity variations. We used both the 
more accurate routing dependent and the less accurate 
routing independent formulae to calculate projected costs. 
With both cases it converges in 4-5 iterations and is 
independent from the starting point. For a 30 circuits 
modularity, on the test networks, the two methods give the 
same result. 
With stream revenues fixed at 1 per Erlang, investment 
costs are set to get good grades of service: experimentation 
shows that for our networks, a mean ratio of 1/10 between 
average investment costs per circuit and revenue per Erlang 
ensures grades of service around 1 %. 
The methodology has been tested in fixed routing networks 
but its principle is applicable to any network where Kelly's 
implied costs are computable. With routing independent 
formulae, the extension to alternate routing is 
straightforward. With routing dependent formulae, le 
resolution of inequation (11.2.2) should be adapted. 

Short-term planning: 
To simulate the use of inequality (11.2.2) in short-term 
planning, each trunk-group is dimensionned once, without 
iterating, recalculating unitary implied costs after each link 
sizing. This is performed from an initial networ,k sized as 
described above with a traffic matrix 20% smaller. The 
calculation roughly models a short-term planning process, 
based on independent local criteria. It gave the same result 
than the optimisation algorithms, though the differences 
between the final and the initial networks were around 3-4 
30 circuits modules per trunk-group. This is partly due to 
the large modularity and the littleness of the test networks, 
but shows that the optimality criterion allows uncertainties 
on network configuration. 

Conclusion 

Implied cost behaviour has been investigated. The concept 
was extended to large and distant capacity variations. To 
calculate these quantities, routing dependent and routing 
independent formulae, of tested accuracy, are proposed. 
They improve significantly linear interpolations used until 
now in optimisation procedures. Furthermore they capture 
the non-linear behaviour of projected implied costs. 
The role of stream revenues in dimensioning has been 
discussed. A simple optimal sizing criterion, routing 
independent and applicable with modularity constraint is 
given. It leads either to a stable network optimisation 
algorithm, or to efficient short-term planning. 
The originality of the algorithm is the use of marginal 
coupling terms (unitary implied costs) between variables 
(link capacities) to build decoupled functions (implied costs 
for large variations) measuring the impact of each variable 
on the objective fonction (the profit). These decoupled 
functions capture the non-linearities of the studied system. 
Then marginal quantities at a state distant from the current 
one can be computed (projected implied costs). Classical 
algorithm use marginal quantities to estimate a distant state 
by linear interpolation: non-linearities are then taken into 
account by iterating. 
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Annex 

Two networks are used in numerical experiments: network 
1, hierachical, network 2 non-hierarchical. Their topology 
and routings are intended to be representative of these two 
types of networks. 

Network 1 (hierarchical) 

c 

Nodes: 6 

Trunk-groups: 8 (one-way) 

Streams: 6 (to node f) 

Routes 

1 c-f: 2,4 
2 c-f: 2, 1,6 
3 d-f: 5,6 
4 d-f: 3, 1,6 
5 e-f: 8 
6 e-f: 7,6 

e 

Network 2 (non-hierarchical) 

Nodes: 5 

Trunk-groups: 6 (both-way) 

Streams : 20 (between all pair of nodes) 

Routes 

1 a-b: 1 
2 a-c: 1,2 
3 a-d: 4 
4 a-e: 1,3 
5 b-a: 1 
6 b-c: 2 
7 b-d: 3,5 
8 b-e: 3 
9 c-a: 2,1 
10 c-b: 2 

11 c-d: 6,5 
12 c-e: 6 
13 d-a: 4 
14 d-b: 5,3 
15 d-c: 5, 6 
16 d-e: 5 
17 e-a: 3,1 
18 e-b: 3 
19 e-c: 6 
20 e-d: 5 

Different tests on Networks 1 and 2 have been performed 
with varying revenue, traffic and investment cost values. 
The following example correspond to the optimal modular . 
dimensioning algorithm of Part 11.2 applied to Network 1. 

Network 
======================================== 
Total Offered Traffic: 300.0 Total Routed Traffic: 295.8 
Overall Congestion: 0.014. Total Revenu : 295.8 
Number of circuits: 840 Modularity: 30 
Investment cost / module: 1 
======================================== 
Links 

No Ck Pk Bk cm30 cp30 cml cpl 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
1 120 98.7 .004 6.7 .41 .08 .07 
2 120 99.8 .005 11.9 .54 .11 .09 
3 60 49.8 .021 14.6 1.01 .22 .19 
4 90 49.7 .000 0.6 .00 .00 .00 
5 60 50.0 .022 19.2 1.08 .24 .21 
6 240 196.1 .000 1.4 .05 .01 .01 
7 60 50.0 .022 19.2 1.08 .24 .21 
8 90 50.0 .000 1.1 .00 .00 .00 
======================================== 
Routes 
----------------------------------------------------------------------
No 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

Vc 

50.0 
50.0 
50.0 
50.0 
50.0 
50.0 

49.5 
49.7 
48.9 
48.7 
50.0 
48.9 

.010 

.005 

.022 

.025 

.000 

.022 
======================================== 


